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Motivation 
•  We live an ambiance of neutrinos from both relic neutrinos 

and the sun which, in some sense, defines a preferred frame. 
•  Anomalies in radioactive decays suggest that solar neutrinos 

and, perhaps, relic neutrinos may be interacting with matter in 
novel ways. 

•  If this preferred frame interacts with test masses, then the 
connection between Lorentz non-invariance (LNI) and 
violation of WEP suggests that detect experiments testing LNI 
could detect a violation of WEP. 

•  If periodic signals are observed, they may be different from 
those expected if the source of the anomalies was the Earth. 
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Outline 
Lorentz Non-Invariance and Eötvös-type 

Experiments: 
•  Nielsen-Picek Model of LNI 
•  LNI contributions to inertial mass and WEP 

violation 
•  Limits from Eötvös-type Experiments 
•  SME Model of WEP Violation 

Lorentz Non-Invariance in the Neutrino 
sector: 
•  2-Neutrino exchange interaction 
•  Neutrino Contribution to rest energy 

New Experimental Results 
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Lorentz Non-Invariance and 
Eötvös-type Experiments 
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LNI Model of Nielsen and Picek 
Dµν (x − y) =
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H. B. Nielsen and I. Picek, Phys. Lett. 114B, 141 (1982); Nucl. Phys. B211, 269 (1983) 

Low-energy Z0 or W-boson propagator:  

where the form of        is determined by Hermiticity, tracelessness, and 
rotational invariance 

χµν

Relative to the preferred frame (CBR):  

−gµν p
µ pν =m2 →m2 − χµν p

µ pν =m2 −α 1
3
rp2 + p0

2( )
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LNI Model of Nielsen and Picek 

He↵(x) =
GFp
2
J

†
µ(x)(�µ⌫ + �µ⌫)J⌫(x) + H.c.

Jµ(x) = ip(x)�µ(1 + �5)n(x)
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EDB experiments measure.
In the present paper we analyze the consequences of

Lorentz noninvariance for the EDB experiments by ela-
borating on the LNI model of Nielsen and Picek (NP).
We have focused on this model because it leads to very
specific quantitative predictions for a wide variety of pro-
cesses, and at the same time possesses some general
features which are likely to show up in any model of
Lorentz noninvariance. In Sec. II we describe the NP
model, and in Sec. III we apply this model to calculate the
difference in the gravitational accelerations of two test
masses due to a LNI contribution to the weak interac-
tions. Section IV discusses the implications of our results,
and in the Appendix we derive the expression for the
weak-interaction contribution to the nuclear binding ener-
gy which is needed in Sec. III.

II. THE LNI MODEL OF NIELSEN AND PICEK

tity Rp p"p:
g—„„p"p =m'~m' X—~"p"=m2 a—( ,'p—'+po'),

(2.5)

m~yJm, (2.6)

where m is the nucleon mass. For a&0 this is clearly not
a Lorentz-invariant expression, and it has the property
that its value in the proper frame of the nucleon varies
with the velocity v of the nucleon with respect to the pre-
ferred frame. This is similar to the behavior that arises
when the LNI effects are due to an external field whose
sources are at rest in the laboratory (or perhaps in the
frame of the galaxy, etc.). In this case the energy of a nu-
cleon in its proper frame also varies with the velocity of
that frame with respect to the field according to

(2.1)

Nielsen and Picek have suggested that LNI effects
may arise in the weak interactions due to a modification
of the Z or W-boson propagator D&,(x —y). In the usu-
al expression for Dz„(x—y) appropriate for low energies,

D& (x —y)= 2" 5 (x —y),
~w, z

we make the replacement

Rpv~8pv+&pv ~ (2.2)

jj T TTYVT

where X& is a constant tensor. To specify the form of P„,
NP impose the conditions (a) Hermiticity, X&,——X &, (b)
tracelessness, g"'+„„=0,and (c) rotational invariance (in
the preferred frame). Hermiticity of X&, is required to en-
sure that the overall Hamiltonian is Hermitian, and 7&,
can be chosen to be traceless by a suitable renormalization
of the weak coupling constant. NP further assume that
rotational invariance still holds in a frame at rest with
respect to the 3 K cosmic radiation, and implement this
with the assumption that 7& ——7 &. Taken together these
assumptions fix g». In our conventions'
x"=(x,x4——icx ), (2.3a)

(2.3b)

and hence,
1

3

1

3

1

3

(2.4)

~v v vvv
0

where a is an overall constant. The appeal of the NP
model lies in part in its predictive power in that 7&,
which has been determined via these arguments up to an
overall constant, can manifest itself in a variety of phe-
nomena. For the sake of generality we can, however, al-
low n to be different for each interaction.
It is important for later purposes to understand more

thoroughly the nature of the LNI effects that arise in such
a model. Consider, for example, the behavior of the quan-

(b)
FIG. 1. Contributions to the parity-conserving amplitude for

nucleon-nucleon scattering. (a) Direct diagram which gives
X(1,2) in Eq. (A5). (b) Exchange diagram which gives Y(1,2).
For purposes of evaluating M in Eq. (A4) we can set p& ——p&

Iand p2 ——p2.
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Contributions to parity-conserving amplitude for nucleon-nucleon 
scattering  

Using these expressions, the weak-interaction contribution to a test 
body’s inertial mass can be calculated 
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LNI Model and WEP 

M (Z,N ) =M0 +Mw =M0 + Aw +αBw 1+ 4
3
v 2( )

E =M + 1
2M

rv 2 +M 'gz

≅M0 + 1
2M0

rv 2 +αBw 1+ 11
6
rv 2( )+M 'gz

M0 =M0 + Aw = Lorentz invariant inertial mass
M ' = Passive gravitational mass

Total inertial mass: 

Total conserved energy of a test mass in a gravitational field: 

Aw = LI weak-contribution to inertial mass
Bw = LNI weak-contribution to inertial mass
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LNI Model of WEP Violation 
vv = vv0 +
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rr = vv0t +
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E. Fischbach, M.P.  Haugan, D. Tadić, and H.-Y. Cheng, Phys. Rev. D 32, 154 (1985) 

v0 z
Energy conservation  and  
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Variation of Bw/M0 as a Function of Z 
and Limits from Tests of WEP 
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using the Al-Au results of Ref. 13. The corresponding
limit from the Al-Pt data of Ref. 14 is

2 &2X10, 95% C.L.
Gm

(3.11b)

It is of interest to compare the limits on a and f im-
plied by the EDB experiments to those obtained from the
E -K system. ' Nielsen and Picek have shown that
the effect of a&0 on the KL -Ks mass difference
b,m =(mL —ms) is to impart to b,m a y dependence
which can be expressed in the form

0.4 I 90—

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 8 I6 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96
Z

FICx. 2. Variation of B /Mo as a function of Z. The explicit
expression for 8 /Mo is given in Eq. (A29) in the approxima-
tion of retaining only the vector-meson-exchange contributions
toM .

3 Z(Z —1) e Z(Z —1)
Coul

0
(4.1)

where Rp=1.07 fm, and e is the electric charge. For the
experiment of Ref. 14 comparing Al and Pt we have

Bco &(A1) Bc,„i(Pt)
Mp(pt)

=3X10
J
a

/

from which it follows that

(4.2)

from EDB experiments, unless the pion contribution is
substantially larger than the rough estimate given in the
Appendix. However, on purely phenomenological
grounds one could well imagine models in which the LNI
mechanism manifested itself only in b,S=0 weak interac-
tions, in which case an effect would be seen in the EDB
experiments but not in the E -E system.
One can elaborate upon the phenomenological approach

by asking for the limits on a that would follow from the
EDB experiments if the source of the LNI effects were
the strong or electromagnetic interactions. Up to an
overall numerical factor, we would obtain in each case the
analog of (3.6) with B„replaced by B„or BEM for the
strong and electromagnetic interactions, respectively.
Since these constitute a larger fraction of Mp than does8, the limits on o, would be correspondingly stronger.
Consider, for example, the Coulomb contribution Bc,„l to
the nuclear binding energy. Using the semiempirical mass
formula ' this is given by

hm(a) =Am [I+—,
' a(y ——,

' )], (3.12) 1(7 I
&4X10 ', 95% C.L. (4.3)

where Am is the usual value that would obtain in a
Lorentz-invariant world. For y ~~1 this corresponds in
the notation of Refs. 1—4 to a slope parameter b~' given
by

bg ——Ta .(2) . 4 (3.13)

i
ba'

i
&1.7X10

and hence

(3.14)

ia
~

&1.3X10, 99.7% C.L. (3.15)

As shown in Ref. 4, we can also obtain from the K -E
data the limit

f /Gm &1X10 '", 99.7%%u C.L. (3.16)

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

As noted in the Introduction, our objective has been to
establish a quantitative connection between the violation
of Lorentz invariance and the acceleration anomaly b,a /g
in the EDB experiments. Our results are given in Eqs.
(3.6) and (3.10) for the specific model of Nielsen and Pi-
cek, in which the weak interactions are the source of the
LNI effects. We see from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.15) that if the
LNI mechanism were indeed universal, the limit implied
by the E -E data would be stronger than that arising

Using the internal-fit results of Refs. 1—4 we find that at
the 3o level,

E2 k2+ 2 ~2 k2+ 2 k4yg2 (4.4)

where A ' is determined by the lattice spacing. Although
the term proportional to k would, in principle, lead to an
acceleration anomaly b,a/g&0, the magnitude of this ef-

We see that the limit on a presumed violation of Lorentz
invariance in the nuclear Coulomb interactions is quite
stringent, and those on the various components of the
strong interactions would be better still.
This discussion illustrates the value of the EDB experi-

ments in setting limits on LNI interactions, and other new
interactions as well. Since almost any coupling will show
up at some level as a contribution to the energy of a nu-
cleus, the EDB experiments provide a general filter for a
wide class of possible new interactions. As the limits on
b,a/g from the current generation of experiments im-
prove, we will thus have available an increasingly more
powerful tool for probing models of Lorentz noninvari-
ance in a variety of interactions. Further discussion of the
constraints implied by the EDB experiments for various
interactions are given in Refs. 4, 21, 22, and 24.
We conclude with a brief discussion of a model of LNI

mentioned in Ref. 3. There it was noted that a violation
of Lorentz invariance could be introduced by taking lat-
tice gauge theories seriously to the point of supposing that
space-time really was a lattice. This would then lead to a
modification of the usual relation between the energy
E(k) of a particle and its momentum k,

RKD experiment: 

Braginsky Panov experiment: 

α ≤ 4.1×10−2  (Al-Au)

α ≤1.5×10−3  (Al-Pt)
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WEP Violation in  
Standard Model Extension (SME) 

General Dispersion Relation: 

Acceleration of freely falling particle: 

E 2 = m2 + p2 + p4

µ 2 ⇒ E = m + p2

2m
+ p4

2mµ 2 +V (z)

µ =  model-dependent constant

a = g 1+ 6m
2v2

µ 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Δa
g

= a1 − a2
g

≈ 6v2 m1
2
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2 −

m2
2
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Search for Lorentz Non-Invariance 
in the Neutrino Sector 
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Neutrino Contribution to Rest Mass 

Nucleus 

n n 

υ

υ
Vυυ (r) =

κ
r12
5

Aim:  Search for violations of Lorentz invariance of the neutrino 
contribution via test of the WEP 

p p Vγ (r) =
e2

r12

γ

This interaction contributes to the mass-energy of a nucleus in 
analogy to the electromagnetic interaction.  
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Electromagnetic Energy 
In each case we need  Vυυ ≡Uυυ or Vγ ≡Uγ , where 

is the average energy/pair over the nucleus.  
For  

Vγ we find 

Uγ = e
2ρ2 dr2

0

R

∫  r2
2 dr1

0

R

∫  r1
2 dΩ1∫ dΩ2∫

1
r1 −
r2

= 6
5
e2

R
The final result for Z protons in a nucleus of radius R is: 

Wγ ≡
1
2
Z(Z −1)Uγ =

3
5
Z(Z −1) e

2

R

This gives the well-known contribution to the semi-empirical mass 
formula for nuclei. 
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Neutrino Exchange Energy 
However, for  Uυυ there is a problem:  The analog of  Uγ is 

Uυυ =κρ2 dr2
R

∫  r2
2 dr1
R

∫  r1
2 dΩ1∫ dΩ2∫

1
r1 −
r2

5

is divergent due to  1/ r1 −
r2
5 .

Solution: Incorporate the nucleon-nucleon hard core 
r1 −
r2 ≥ rc ≅ 0.5 fm

Then 

(For the electromagnetic case, we can set            .) rc = 0

New Problem:  The integral for            is hard to do due to 
the presence of  

Uυυrc.

r1 −
r2 ≥ rc
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Geometric Probability 

where the probability of two points inside 
a sphere of radius R are separated by a 
distance r is 

Uυυ as 

Uυυ = Vυυ = dr
rc

2R

∫  P(r)Vυυ (r)

Utilizing ideas from geometric probability.  Rewrite 

r = r1 −
r2

P(r) = 3r
2

R3
− 9
4
r3

R4
+ 3
16

r5

R6

1 

2 
r

For the electromagnetic case  

Uγ = Vγ = e2 dr
0

2R

∫  (        )1
r
= 6

5
e2

R
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Neutrino-Exchange Energy 

Uυυ = Vυυ = dr
rc

2R

∫  P(r)Vυυ (r)

For the neutrino interaction,  

File: 595J 551628 . By:BV . Date:27:05:96 . Time:10:49 LOP8M. V8.0. Page 01:01
Codes: 2737 Signs: 1878 . Length: 46 pic 0 pts, 194 mm

eventually to the conclusion that because all these effects are consequences of the
assumption that neutrinos are massless, there must in fact be a lower bound on the
mass of any neutrino.

IV. Integration of the Neutrino-Exchange Potentials over a
Spherical Volume

Having derived the analytic forms of the k-body potentials in the previous
section, we turn to the problem of integrating these over a spherical volume, in
analogy to the electrostatic case.

A. The 2-body Potential
From Eq. (3.21) the 2-body potential between neutrons arising from neutrino

exchange is

V (2)(r)=
(GFan)2

4?3�c
1
r5
#

}
r5
, (4.1)

where r is the distance between the neutrons. In the absence of a cutoff limiting how
small r can become, the integral of V (2)(r) over a spherical volume would be
singular. This contrasts with the electrostatic case discussed in Sec. II, where the
radial factors in the volume element d 3x1d 3x2 in Eq. (2.5) offset the contribution
from the potential e20 �r12 and lead to a well-behaved result. In practice a natural
cutoff on r exists in the systems of interest to us, specifically in nuclei and in
neutron stars. In the former case it is well known [30] that the nucleon-nucleon
interaction has a strong repulsive component (the ``hard core'') which prevents the
nucleon-nucleon separation rc from becoming smaller than approximately 0.5fm.
The dynamics of neutron stars, although less well known, would also require a
hard core. Combining Eq. (4.1) with Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) we find for the 2-body
contribution U (2) arising from neutrino exchange

U (2)=|
2R

rc
drP(r) V (2)(r)

=|
2R

rc
drP(r) \ }r5+

=} _ 3
2R3r2c \1&

r2c
4R2+& 9

4R4rc \1&
rc
2R++ 3

16R6 (2R&rc)&
&

3}
2

1
R3r2c

. (4.2)

Eq. (4.2), which is the analog of Eq. (2.5) in the electrostatic case, gives the average
interaction energy for a single pair of neutrons having a uniform probability
distribution in a spherical volume of radius R.

240 EPHRAIM FISCHBACH

An anomalous gravitational interaction of neutrinos could show up at 
a non-trivial level in the current version of the MICROSCOPE 
satellite experiment which aims to measure gravitational acceleration 
differences to ~10-17-10-18.  Our work is now one of the motivations 
for such an experiment 

E. Fischbach, D.E. Krause, and D. Tadić, Phys. Rev. D 52, 5417(1995) 
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To complete this calculation, all we need is a specific model 
describing LNI coupling to neutrinos analogous to 
Nielsen-Picek 
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2RV' r = drPr V~' r
&c
2R
dr r

and for R we use [36]

R=1.24x10 ' cmB / (3.13)
The function ((z) in Eq. (3.8) now becomes a function
of B given by

where

(3 7) 0.593 0.117 0.008
Bl/3 B2/3 (3.14)

((x) = 1 —3x+ 3x —x; x = r, /2R. (3.8)
In analogy to the Coulomb case, the final expression
for W~ ~ is then obtained by multiplying the result in
Eq. (3.7) by N(N —1)/2 which gives

(2) 3 KN(N —1)
R3r2

3 (G~a„) N(N —1)
]6~3 ~ R r2

where a factor of hc has been reinstated. Equation (3.9
gives the desired expression for the contribution to W&
from the n-n vv-exchange potential. Evidently the p-p
and n peon-tributions can be obtained from Eq. (3.9) by
replacing a by a„ora a„respectively, and at the same
time replacing N(N —1)/2 by the appropriate combina-
toric factor. For p-p this factor is Z(Z —1)/2 while for
n-p it is NZ. Hence the contributions of p-p and n-p
relative to n-p are given by

W(')(p-p) a„' Z(Z —1),Z(Z —1)=5.2 x 10W(2) (n-n) a N(N —1) N(N —1) '

(3.10)

= —0.145 . (3.11)
W~~ n- a 2Z Z
W(2) (n-n) a„N—1 N —1

Since Z & N for almost all nuclei it follows from
Eq. (3.10) that W( ) (p-p) is negligible compared to
W(2)(n-n). Similarly ~W( )(n-p) ~, although not negligi-
ble, is nonetheless small. Hence for practical purposes
we can approximate the nuclear contribution to W~ ~ by
the n-n contribution. Turning to the contributions &om
the n-e potential, we note that since electrons are spread
out through a volume of order (1 A.)s, whereas nucleons
are confined to a volume of order (1 fm) s, it follows from
Eq. (3.9) that contributions &om electrons are suppressed
relative to the n-n contribution by a factor of order
(1 fm/1 A.) = 10 . We conclude that among all possi-
ble interactions involving n, p, and e, neutrino-exchange
between neutrons is the dominant contribution, and is
given by the result in Eq. (3.9).

W~ ~ can then be expressed in the form

W( ) = 1.34 x 10 eV ((B).N N —1)
B (3.15)

Since W(2) represents the energy E in Eq. (1.1) arising
from neutrino-exchange, it follows &om Eq. (1.2) that the
quantity which determines the acceleration is W(2&/M,
where M is the (inertial) mass of the nucleus. It is con-
venient to express M in atomic mass units (amu) so that
for any nucleus,

M = p(l amu).
W( )/M can then be written in the form

(3.16)

W( ) is N(N —1)
( ) (3.17)

If rI„„-denotes the constant in Eq. (1.1) corresponding to
the vv-exchange energy W(2), then, from Eq. (1.2),

—16 N1 ~N1 1' =rI „-(1.4x10 ' ) ' )((Bg)
g 1@1

N2(N2 —1) ((B )B2P2
(3.18)

0.4
N(N —l)g(B) / Bp

0.3-

0.2-

0.1-

In Table I we present the values of the "neutrino charge"
N(N —l)((B)/Bp for the first 92 elements in the Peri-
odic Table, and a plot of this charge is shown in Fig. 3.

B. Numerical results
-0.1 1 I I I I I

10 20 30 40 50 60
atomic number

I

70
I

80
I

90 100

r =0.49x 10 cm, (3.12)

We proceed to evaluate W~ ~ for a nucleus with N
neutrons and Z protons, with N + Z = B. The hard-
core radius r, is taken to be [35]

FIG. 3. Plot of the average "neutrino charge"
N(N —1)((B)/Bp and I /y, as functions of atomic number Z
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2RV' r = drPr V~' r
&c
2R
dr r

and for R we use [36]

R=1.24x10 ' cmB / (3.13)
The function ((z) in Eq. (3.8) now becomes a function
of B given by

where

(3 7) 0.593 0.117 0.008
Bl/3 B2/3 (3.14)

((x) = 1 —3x+ 3x —x; x = r, /2R. (3.8)
In analogy to the Coulomb case, the final expression
for W~ ~ is then obtained by multiplying the result in
Eq. (3.7) by N(N —1)/2 which gives

(2) 3 KN(N —1)
R3r2

3 (G~a„) N(N —1)
]6~3 ~ R r2

where a factor of hc has been reinstated. Equation (3.9
gives the desired expression for the contribution to W&
from the n-n vv-exchange potential. Evidently the p-p
and n peon-tributions can be obtained from Eq. (3.9) by
replacing a by a„ora a„respectively, and at the same
time replacing N(N —1)/2 by the appropriate combina-
toric factor. For p-p this factor is Z(Z —1)/2 while for
n-p it is NZ. Hence the contributions of p-p and n-p
relative to n-p are given by

W(')(p-p) a„' Z(Z —1),Z(Z —1)=5.2 x 10W(2) (n-n) a N(N —1) N(N —1) '

(3.10)

= —0.145 . (3.11)
W~~ n- a 2Z Z
W(2) (n-n) a„N—1 N —1

Since Z & N for almost all nuclei it follows from
Eq. (3.10) that W( ) (p-p) is negligible compared to
W(2)(n-n). Similarly ~W( )(n-p) ~, although not negligi-
ble, is nonetheless small. Hence for practical purposes
we can approximate the nuclear contribution to W~ ~ by
the n-n contribution. Turning to the contributions &om
the n-e potential, we note that since electrons are spread
out through a volume of order (1 A.)s, whereas nucleons
are confined to a volume of order (1 fm) s, it follows from
Eq. (3.9) that contributions &om electrons are suppressed
relative to the n-n contribution by a factor of order
(1 fm/1 A.) = 10 . We conclude that among all possi-
ble interactions involving n, p, and e, neutrino-exchange
between neutrons is the dominant contribution, and is
given by the result in Eq. (3.9).

W~ ~ can then be expressed in the form

W( ) = 1.34 x 10 eV ((B).N N —1)
B (3.15)

Since W(2) represents the energy E in Eq. (1.1) arising
from neutrino-exchange, it follows &om Eq. (1.2) that the
quantity which determines the acceleration is W(2&/M,
where M is the (inertial) mass of the nucleus. It is con-
venient to express M in atomic mass units (amu) so that
for any nucleus,

M = p(l amu).
W( )/M can then be written in the form

(3.16)

W( ) is N(N —1)
( ) (3.17)

If rI„„-denotes the constant in Eq. (1.1) corresponding to
the vv-exchange energy W(2), then, from Eq. (1.2),

—16 N1 ~N1 1' =rI „-(1.4x10 ' ) ' )((Bg)
g 1@1

N2(N2 —1) ((B )B2P2
(3.18)

0.4
N(N —l)g(B) / Bp

0.3-

0.2-

0.1-

In Table I we present the values of the "neutrino charge"
N(N —l)((B)/Bp for the first 92 elements in the Peri-
odic Table, and a plot of this charge is shown in Fig. 3.
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Half-life of 54Mn Experiment 
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116mIn Decay
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54Mn Decays 2008-2013 
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54Mn Half-life (2008-2013) 
•  Literature value (NNDC, 2013): T1/2 = 312.12(6) 

days 

•  Detail (Net counts): 
–  34,442 1-hour counts 
–  1568.8 days (5.03 half-lives),  
–  1.11x1011 events detected in full energy peak. 

•  Weighted linear fit: T1/2 = 311.662(1) days,    
χ2/d.o.f. = 1.66 

•  Weighted exponential fit: General model  
    Exp1:   f(x) = a*exp(b*x) 

–  Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds): 
•  a = 1.196e+07  (1.196e+07, 1.196e+07) 
•  b =  -0.002224  (-0.002224, -0.002224)   

 T1/2 =311.667(1) days 
•  Goodness of fit: 

–  SSE: 1.707e+008 
–  R-square: 1.00000 
–  Adjusted R-square: 1.00000 
–  RMSE: 70.4 
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Repetition of 1982-1986 
Brookhaven Experiment on 

32Si and 36Cl   
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D.E. Alburger, G. Harbottle, E.F. Norton, Earth and Planetary Science Letters 78 (1986) 168. 
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D.E. Alburger, G. Harbottle, E.F. Norton, Earth and Planetary Science Letters 78 (1986) 168. 
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32Si/36Cl Count Ratio Apparatus 
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32Si/36Cl Count Ratio Apparatus 
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32Si/36Cl Ratio “Power” Spectrum (2013-15) 
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Results of 10,000 Shuffles of the 32Si/36Cl 
Ratio Data 

J. Heim, V. Barnes, E. Fischbach, J. Jenkins, P. A. Sturrock  

Actual Data 

Shuffled Data 

None of shuffled data 
yields the power of actual 
data 
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Experiments Exhibiting Time-Dependent 
Decay Parameters 

Astrophys Space Sci (2013) 344:297–303 301

Table 2 Some experiments where time-dependent decay rates have been observed

Isotope Decay type Detector type Radiation measured Reference

3H β− Photodiodes β− Falkenberg (2001)
3H β− Liq. Scint. β− Shnoll et al. (1998a, 1998b)
3H β− Liq. Scint. β− Veprev and Muromtsev (2012)
3H β− Sol. St. (Si) β− Lobashev et al. (1999)
22Na/44Tia β+,κ Solid State (Ge) γ Norman et al. (2009) and this article
36Cl β− Proportional β− Jenkins et al. (2009); Sturrock et al. (2010a, 2011a)
36Cl β− Geiger-Müller β− Jenkins et al. (2012a)
54Mn κ Scint. γ Jenkins and Fischbach (2009)
54Mn κ Scint. γ Jenkins et al. (2011)
56Mn β− Scint. γ Ellis (1990)
60Co β− Geiger-Müller β−,γ Parkhomov (2010b, 2010a)
60Co β− Scint. γ Baurov et al. (2007)
85Kr β− Ion Chamber γ Schrader (2010)
90Sr/90Y β− Geiger-Müller β− Parkhomov (2010b, 2010a; Sturrock et al. (2012b)
108mAg κ Ion Chamber γ Schrader (2010)
133Ba β− Ion Chamber γ Jenkins et al. (2012b)
137Cs β− Scint. γ Baurov et al. (2007)
152Eu β−,κ Sol. St. (Ge) γ b Siegert et al. (1998)
152Eu β−,κ Ion Chamber γ Schrader (2010)
154Eu β−,κ Ion Chamber γ Schrader (2010)
222Rnc α,β− Scint. γ Steinitz et al. (2011); Sturrock et al. (2012a)
226Rac α,β− Ion Chamber γ Jenkins et al. (2009); Sturrock et al. (2010b, 2011a)
239Pu β− Sol. St. α Shnoll et al. (1998a, 1998b)

aOnly the count rate ratio data were available
bOnly the κ photon was measured
cDecay chain includes several primarily β-decaying daughters which also emit photons

of the amplitude and phase of either the PTB 226Ra mea-
surements, or to the ratio of the BNL 32Si and 36Cl measure-
ments. This observation can be strengthened by noting that
although one can identify an annual oscillation in each of
the BNL 32Si and 36Cl measurements, the individual phases
of each nuclide differ from the phase of their ratio and each
other: The phase of the 32Si measurements is 0.899 (24 Nov)
and the phase of the 36Cl measurements is 0.695 (11 Sep)
(Sturrock et al. 2011b). This fact indicates that the phase is
probably not determined solely by the Earths orbital motion
and emphasizes the importance of leaving the phase as a
variable to be determined from the data for each set of mea-
surements. We also note in passing that since the BNL 32Si
and 36Cl data were acquired at the same time on the same ap-
paratus, the very fact that these data exhibit different phases
argues against attributing the observed annual variations in
count rates to an environmental influence on the apparatus
(Jenkins et al. 2010).

Our focus here as been on annual oscillations in some
measured nuclear decay data, since these were the only

variations discussed by Norman et al. However, these are
not the only periodicities which have been observed, and
they may not be the most significant. In recent articles (Ja-
vorsek II et al. 2010; Sturrock et al. 2010b, 2010a, 2011a,
2011b; Fischbach et al. 2011), we have presented evidence
for periodicities in nuclear decays with frequencies in the
range 11–13 yr−1 and ∼2.11 yr−1. The 11–13 yr−1 pe-
riodicities may be attributable to internal rotation of the
Sun. The ∼2.11 yr−1 periodicities may be an analog of
the well-known Rieger oscillation (Rieger et al. 1984), at-
tributable to an r-mode oscillation (Saio 1982) in an inner
solar tachocline. It would clearly be of interest to extend this
and other analyses of decay data to look for such periodic-
ities which, as noted above, cannot be attributed to known
environmental effects. Furthermore, an examination of the
literature yields additional evidence for these observed peri-
odicities, annual and otherwise, which have also been found
in decay data. A list of the experiments we have found to
date is presented in Table 2.
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Experiments Exhibiting Discrepant Decay 
Parameters 
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Is there a connection between decay anomalies and 
violations of the WEP? 
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Summary 

LNI 

Decay Anomalies WEP Violation 

Solar or Relic Neutrinos 
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Standard Model Extension, 
Nielsen-Picek, etc. 
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The End 




